
About Us / Who We Are 
In 2011, DesignCloud24 was born. Like most entrepreneurial endeavors, we come from humble 

beginnings. We started out by creating small custom websites for local small businesses. Over time, our 

work and our reputation have allowed us to spread our wings since our inception; to grow and expand 

our list of services and build diverse client relationships. We pride ourselves in being your “One Stop 

Shop” for all your Web needs; from custom Web Site Design to Online Marketing – we take care of 

everything for you, so you can rest assured that it’s all being handled under one roof. 

DesignCloud24 is comprised of passionate and skilled Web Geeks. We have 12+ years of collective 

experience with front end designing, back end development, custom programming, PPC/SEO marketing 

and more. We believe our expertise, integrity and dedicated customer service separate us from all the 

other web design companies out there. Unlike the large firms that often treat their customers like a 

number; we prefer a hands-on approach to each and every project. Because we are a small team, we 

have the ability to offer our clients a custom tailored and very personal experience, where every aspect 

of their project is understood and fully realized by our efficient design team. We also do not take on 

more than we can handle, which offers us a clear advantage over our bigger competitors who can 

sometimes leave their clients in the dark about the status of their project. Through direct and frequent 

communication with our customers, we will always keep you in the loop as we build and refine your 

website. Our sharp customer service team will also work to answer any and all questions along the way 

and ensure that you are completely satisfied from points A-to-Z. 

 

Lastly, our confidence in our ability to bring your web design vision to life in a timely and efficient 

manner makes us your best choice for your web design needs. Each project is very important to us and 

we will tirelessly work to achieve our collective goals together, with a hands-on, pointed precision on 

exactly what our clients are looking for, without the delays and inefficiencies that are common with 

larger firms. We vow to be the best web design firm out there and hope our top-notch portfolio of work 

will stand out above the rest. We urge you to peruse our portfolio and allow us the opportunity to bring 

your concept to reality. 
 


